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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [S] E. D. Rainville developed contiguous relations for the generalized 
hypergeometric function 
with 
(a),=a(o!+l)...(a+n-1) 
(u)o = 1. 
In an analogous way we shall derive the same type of relations for 
the q-extension of the generalized hypergeometric function, the basic 
hypergeometric function 
,d,(a,, . . . . a,; b,, . ..> b,; q, 2) 
with 
(a;q)n=(l-a)(l-aq)~~~(l-aq”-‘) 
(a; 410 = 1. 
In the last section we shall give an application to some q-orthogonal 
polynomials. 
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2. THE BASIC HYPERGEOMETRIC FUNCTION 
Before turning to the contiguous function relations, we first mention 
some facts about the basic hypergeometric function, 
rds(u,, . . . . a,; b,, . . . . b,; 4, z) 
= f (a,,q), ...(a,;q)n q(;)(l+s-l)(-l)(l+~~,),Zn 
n=,, (b,;q),...(b,;q), (4; qh . (2.1) 
In (2.1) it is assumed that the denominator parameters b,, . . . . b, are such 
that the denominator factors in the terms of the series are never zero. 
Furthermore in this report we shall assume that 0 < 141 < 1. Note that if 
141 > 1, then we can perform an inversion with respect o the base p = 9-l 
by using 
(a; q)n= (-a)“p-(;)(d; P), 
to convert (2.1) to a similar series in base p with (pi < 1. Observe that if 
we denote the term of (2.1) which contains zn by u,,, then 
Un+l (l-a,q”)...(l-L&q”) 
-= (1 -b,q”)...(l -bsq”)(l -qn+‘) (-’ 
” (lfs--rjz. 
) %I 
If 141 < 1, as we have assumed, the ,d, series converges absolutely for all z 
ifr<sandfor 1~1~1 ifr=s+l.Itdivergesforz#Oifr>s+l,unlessit 
terminates. In this report we shall take therefore r Q s + 1. 
3. THE CONTIGUOUS FUNCTION RELATIONS FOR ~5, 
If one and only one of the parameters of the basic hypergeometric series 
is multiplied by q or divided by q, the resulting function is said to be 
contiguous to the ,b, in (2.1). Throughout this report the parameters 
stay fixed and the work is concerned only with the function ,d, and its 
contiguous functions. Hence we are able to use an abbreviated notation, 
illustrated by the following: 
4 = rds(al, . . . . a,; b,, . . . . 6,; q, z) 
~(u,+)=.~,(u,q,u,,...,u,;b,,...,b,;q,z) 
4(b)= r#s(al, . . . . a,; b,q-‘, b2, . . . . b,; q, z). 
We shall obtain 2r + s relations, at most linear in z, each containing C$ and 
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two or more of its contiguous functions. To find the contiguous function 
relations we will use the linear operator D,, defined as 
D 
4 
f(t) = f(@) -f(!) 
eq-1) 
F. H. Jackson introduced this differential operator in 131. It is the 
q-analogue of the ordinary differential operator, as is easily shown by 
letting q -+ 1. 
Before we start to develop the contiguous function relations we introduce 
the following notations :
n;=,,(k) h-b,) u 
@lLk’ (1 -h,)n:=,,,,, (h,-h,)=(n,-h,) 
n (I-h,q”)...(l-b.,q”) (3.2) 
S, 
Tn*k= (1 -ukq”) 
A= fj urn B= fi h,,. 
WI=1 In=, 
We combine (3.1) and (3.2) to obtain 
C nt, = snc,,. 
Now we can start deriving the contiguous function relations. By using 
the simple formulas 
(uq’ q) = (1 - W)(c 4)n 
1 n 
(1 --a) 
and 
(uq-l.q) J-aq ‘)(a;qL 
1 n (1 -uq” -‘) 
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we find for the contiguous functions of q5 = C,“=O c,z”/(q; q), 
Next we consider the operator 0 = z . D,: 
(3.3) 
With (3.3) we find the r + s relations 
ak8+ k = 1, . . . . r (3.4) 
h,4’R+‘,b*Y4-‘),=‘~~~-‘.m(h,) k=l s ) . ..) 
If we eliminate 64 we obtain r + s - 1 linear independent relations, called 
simple relations. We shall only consider relations containing &a,+), but of 
course we can get relations without $(a,+) by combining two relations. We 
have 
(a,-~k)~=(l-uk)u,~(~k+)-(l-u,)ak~(~,+) 
k = 2, . . . . r (3.5) 
(al-bk~-l)~=(l--kq-l)al~(bk~)-(l-~,)~kq-l~(~,+) 
k = 1, . . . . S. (3.6) 
In order to find the remaining r + 1 contiguous relations, we consider again 
the operator 8: 
@= f 1-q” C”zn _ z f c,+lzn 
n=l 1-q (4;q)n l-q,=(J (q;q), 
(3.7) 
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The theory of rational fraction expansions yields 
with 
6 r,s+1= 1 if r=s+l 
6 r. 5 + 1 =o if r<s+l. 
The proof of this rational fraction expansion is in the appendix. 
When we write -AB~lq”=AB~l(l-q”)-AB~l and substitute S, in 
(3.7) we find 
Now we use (3.4) for k = 1 to eliminate 134 from the above equations. The 
resulting equation is our next contiguous relation: 
(l-a,)(l-nw’)+a,z ’ 1 - b, 6,,,r+,-ABP- 1 7-u, 4 
j=l ‘, >I 
=(l-q)(l-zABp’)c,4(a,+)-a,z i z&b,+). 
,=I 4 
(3.8) 
In order to find the last r contiguous relations, we consider the operator 0, 
working on &ukm). We obtain 
=z ‘I”“:‘. 5 T,,, -& 
?I=0 1 n 
If we use the theory of rational fraction expansion we find for T,, k 
T,,,=AB-‘a,‘- i 
l-b, w 
j= L b,(l- b,q”) ‘.’ (3.9) 
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The proof of this rational fraction expansion is in the appendix. Hence we 
get the following relation: 
Using (3.4) for #(a,-), we obtain 
We can eliminate @(a,-) from (3.10) and we obtain the next r contiguous 
relations: 
(1 -‘q~IAB~‘,m=r(~,~)-~,q-l~~~~ F #(b,+) k = 1, . . . . r. 
J 
(3.11) 
With (3.5), (3.6), (3.8), and (3.11) we have found the contiguous 
relations for r4S(z). By substituting uj = q?, bj = qfi, z = x(q - 1)’ +‘-’ 
and letting q + 1, we reduce them to the contiguous relations for J,(x) 
(see Csl). 
4. SOME NEW FORMULAS FOR q-OmHoGoN.4L POLYNOMIALS 
In this section we shall give an application of the contiguous function 
relations. By combining two or more contiguous relations, we shall find 
some new formulas for q-orthogonal polynomials. First we will derive a 
formula for the q-Laguerre polynomials (see [4]) 
A combination of two contiguous relations for the ,d, yields 
1 -+ 1 -q” 1 
4” 
-qn+e+l a - -41 - 4 
4) 
I 
wx; 4) 
ZZ ‘-;n+x {l+(l-q)x} r,-‘c”,‘,,“-yn:b” L::+,(xqp’;q). 
This formula tends to the recurrence relation for the Laguerre polynomials 
as q-+ 1. 
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Next we shall derive a relation for the q-Hahn polynomials (see [2]) 
Q,,(q ‘I= A(q-n, abq”+ ‘3 q ‘:: uq, q “: q, 4). 
A combination of five contiguous relations yields 
-Q,(q-~‘)=AQn+,(q~‘)-CA+B+ClQn(q~’) 
+BQ,-,(q-Y+CQ,,(q- ’ ~‘) 
with 
(1 -aq”“)(l-4” -“)(l -ubq”+‘) 
A = (1 -ubq2”+‘)(l -abq2”+‘)(q Lq ‘) 
-aq”(l-bq”)(q~N-ubqn+‘)(l -4”) 
B=(l-abq~“)(l-ubq’“+‘)(ubq”+‘-q ‘) 
c= q-Y(l -uq’+‘)(l-q.” -Iv) 
(q-“-q--y(ubq”+‘-q ‘) 
Finally we will derive a relation for the little q-Jacobi polynomials 
(see C11) 
P,(u, b)= Pjy’(x; q)= 2$z51(q ~“, ubq”+‘; uq; q, qx). 
One contiguous function relation gives a formula in which the parameters 
a and h will be multiplied by q, 
(1 -uq)(l -bqx) P,,(u, bq)+bqx(l -uq”) P,,(aq, b)= (1 -uq) P,(u, b). 
This formula is a q-extension of a relation for Jacobi polynomials found by 
E. D. Rainville [6]. 
APPENDIX 
THEOREM 1. With the notations of Section 3 the-fraction expansion qf S,, 
is 
s 
s,= t -AB-‘q”- c 
1 - b, (1 -6,)-U, 
/=I b: 
ui+ i 
,=, b,z(l - b,q”) 
(f r=s+l 
S,= -AB-‘q”- f r < s + 1. 
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Proof We have 
S Jl-a,q”)..*(l-a,q”)(-q”)‘+“~’ 
n (l-b,q”)...(l-b,q”) 
/qa,’ -4”). . . (a,‘-qy(-qy-r 
B(bT’ - 4”). . . (b;’ -4”) 
=A(a,‘+L)...(a;‘+1)E,‘+“-’ 
B(b,‘+II)-(b;‘+l) 
=AB-‘l+k+ i L 
i=, 1+bj” 
We have put II = -4”. 
The constant k and the coefficients d, can be determined as follows: 
dj= lim-,(A+b,:‘)S, 
1. - -b, 
A nk=, (u,'-b,?) 
=Bn;=l,,j, (b,'-b,:') 
( -bj)'-s-' 
To find the constant k set L = 0. We find 
k=l- f: djbj=l- i (‘-:;)q if r=s+l 
j= 1 j= 1 J 
kc -i djbj= _ i (l-bt)uj 
j=l j=l J 
if r<s+l. 
This completes the proof. 
THEOREM 2. With the notations of Section 3 the fraction expansion of 
T,,k is given by 
T,,,=a;l~~-l- i (l-bj)W,, 
j=l bj(l-bjq”)’ 
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Proof. We have 
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T 
n. k 
= Uk plABpl 
(a,’ - 4”). . . (a;?, -q”)(u,: I-q”) “. (a,’ -4”) 
(b,‘-q”)...(h,~‘-q”) 
.(-qn)‘+~-r 
=uk ‘AB-’ 
(a;‘+++~~, +/Z)(u,-:, +i)..‘(u, ‘+A) 
(h,‘+~.)...(b,;‘+i.) 
,jlC‘ I 
=a -l~~-l+ i dj k 
j=, (h,:’ + A)’ 
Again we have put I= -4”. 
The coefficients di can be obtained from 
dj=;~imh~I(hJ’+i)T,,,k 
I 
=u k ‘AB-’ ’ 
(u,‘-b~‘)...(u~~,-~~‘)(u;~,-~r’)...(u,~’-~~’) 
(b,‘-b,-‘)...(b,~,-bJ’)(b,~‘,-6,~’)...(b;’-b,-’) 
.(-b,)‘- ’ 5 
This completes the proof. 
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